For those who enjoy the spirit of adventure and Mother Nature at her finest, Carolina Adventure World (CAW) is the place to be. This 2,600-acre park in Winnsboro, SC, sets the standard as the ultimate outdoor recreation experience the entire family can enjoy.

The incredible scenery here provides a spectacular environment for dirt bikes and four-wheeled ATV sports, recreation, competition and entertainment. A hundred miles of groomed trails open up a world of nature for your motorized pleasure. Additional paths at CAW are designated for hiking, mountain biking or golf carts to suit the pace of all ages and skill levels.

Can’t see the forest for the trees? Get an unbelievable view of the pristine hardwood forest from the Zip Line/Canopy Tour. It will send your senses into overdrive as you zip from tree to tree high above the forest floor. You gain a new perspective previously reserved for eco-professionals and experience based learning groups—all you need is the courage to take that first step.

CAW offers three champion motocross courses, a bog for mud-slinging fun and a lush wilderness inviting you to tame the terrain. Visitors can bring their own wheels or rent from the facility; set your own limits or take advantage of the professional expertise available to raise your personal bar.

After an exhilarating day, it’s time to head back to CAW’s welcome center, the place to be for good food before retiring for the evening. Excellent on-site accommodations are in the process and will soon be available.

The extraordinary thing about CAW is that it allows visitors to choose their experience—heart-pounding action or tranquil reflection and relaxation in a natural paradise in the heart of South Carolina.

Breathtaking on every level. Carolina Adventure World answers the question of “Where to Ride” in a big South Carolina way.

Find out more in Places…

Turn to page 132 in the “green pages” for more on Carolina Adventure World.